Purchasing Division

Ogden City Corporation
Request for Proposal
Indoor / Outdoor LED Screen Purchase for Union Station
Q&A

1.

I have attached a few photos of our recent video wall projects we have done
related to - Peerless-AV Seamless dvLED video wall integration; the Standard
Kitted Series (DS-LEDFS / DS-LEDF ) dvLED mounting system or the Custom
BeSpoke dvLED mounting system, are the absolute dvLED video wall mounting
system solution. Would you and your team be available over Zoom to discuss
the potential recommendations for this project?
All of the examples are permanent solutions. What we are looking for is portable
system. Sorry, there is no opportunity for a zoom call.

2.

In the specifications provided "Provide all LED panels 3.9MM Video Panel
500MM x 500MM W3, 10Mx3M Display (including cables) Indoor/Outdoor 4500
NITS-IP65 3840 Refresh.",


What does W3 refer to? W3 doesn’t refer to anything, please disregard.



Also, does 10Mx3M translate to 10 meter x 3 Meter? Your clarification will be
highly appreciated. The 10Mx3M is in Meters.



Is WSDI Input mandatory? It means W/ SDI (with), Yes, it is mandatory.



Do you have a preference for a specific NovaStar controller? Either VX4 or VX6



Will both the LED systems be wall-mounted or hung? Both are the same system,
just different setups. No wall mounts. Either Ground Supported or Hung.



Can you elaborate on the flyware required? hanging bracket system is basically a
bar that mounts to the top of the panels with either eye Bolt or Clamps to allow
rigging hardware (i.e., truss, motors, hoists etc.) to lift display.
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Is a site visit possible before submission? A site visit is not necessary since this
is a standalone portable display unit that is meant to be set up in various
locations and in different size configurations. There will be power available in any
area that it is used.



Is the vendor responsible for power cabling? Vendor is responsible for all
cabling. There is no permanent power, it’s all temp, since this is portable.



Are you open to considering other All-In-One solutions with different
dimensions? No, it needs to be able to be setup in different configurations. It is
not a permanent setup. It is portable.



Will the vendor be responsible for changing the configuration of the video wall
system when required? Or just for the initial installation? Just initial setup &
training, and tech support if needed.



How soon do you require delivery and installation? Is the timeline negotiable?
Delivery preferred in the next 60-90 days.



When using the 10x32 screen in 10x16 format. Do you both 10x16 screen at the
same time or just one? We want an option to use one large screen at a time OR
to split the panels into 2 screens that can be used at one time.



What brand and model of LED video wall are you currently using? This is a new
purchase. Currently only renting.



Can you share pictures of the flyware in used at the moment? No, this is a new
purchase. Flyware should match purchased display.



Do you have any particular requirements from the software features? Novastar
is preferred.



The WSDI input is no longer available due to it being outdated. Is an SDI input
acceptable? What are the audio requirements for the proposed solution? SDI
input is what the City requested.
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